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Cop rod uct for the Y angian of type A2 
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§1. Finite Yangian 

First, we recall the definition and some properties of the Yangian of finite dirnen-

sional simple Lie algebra. 

Suppose that fl is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra. Then, the Yangian Yh(fl) 

associated with fl is one kind of quantum group, that is, 

1. 汎(g)is a Hopf algebra associated with fl and a complex number h. 

2. When h = 0, it coincides with the universal enveloping algebra of the current 

algebra g[u]. 

Drinfeld found three different presentations of the finite Yangian; the RTT presen-

tation, the Drinfeld J presentation, and the Drinfeld presentation. The first one is 

closely related to solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation. The second one is the origi-

nal definition given by Drinfeld. By using the third one, we define Yangians of general 

symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras. 

Let us recall the each presentations. 
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§1.1. the RTT presentation 

Definition 0.1. The Yangian for 9(n is an associative algebra whose generators are 

{t(r)lr = 1・ ・ ・ 
i,j s l :::; i, j :::; n} with the followmg defimng relat10ns; 

[t悶， t且］＝如ti~+s-1) ―如tt:s-1)
min{r,s} 

+h 区 (t~〗il)tiJ+s-a-1) -tt:s-a)ti)―1)) 

a=2 

The Yangian for g[n has a coproduct defined by 

n r-l 

△ (t汀） =t悶Rl+lRt汀+ h L L心叫:;s).
k=ls=l 

As a quantum group, when h = 0, the Yangian for g[n is equal to the universal 

enveloping algebra of g[n iZI C[u]. 

Let us recall two applications of the Yangian for g[n・First one gives the solutions of 

the quantum Yang-Baxter equation. Second one gives the defining relations of finite 

W-algebras of type A. In this report, we only write the result of the second one. This 

is the work of Brund皿 andKleshechev ([BK]). 

Theorem 0.2. There exists a surjective homomorphism from subalgebras of the Yan-

gian for g[n, which are called shifted Yangians, to finite W-algebras of type A. 

§1.2. the Drinfeld」presentation

Suppose that g is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra. 

Definition 0.3. Current algebra g[u] = gRC[u] is a Lie algebra whose commutator 

relation is 
relation : [xR 砂，yR炉]= [x, y]Rum+n. 

U(g[u]) has a minimalistic presentation as follows; 

p ropos1t10n 0.4. U(g[u]) is generated by {x, J(x) Ix E g} with the following equa-
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tions; 

xy-yx = [x,y] for all x,y E g, 

J(ax + by) = aJ(x) + bJ(y) for all a, b EC, 

J([x, y]) = [x, J(y)], 

[J(x), J([y, z])] + [J(z), J([x, y])] + [J(y), J([z, x])] = 0, 

[[J(x), J(y)], [z, J(w)]] + [[J(z), J(w)], [x, J(y)]] = 0, 

where J(x) is corresponding to x@ u. 

The definition of the Yangian is a deformation of this minimalistic presentation. 

Definition 0.5. Yh(g) is an associative algebra generated by x, J(x)(x E g) subject 

to the following defining relations: 

xy -yx = [x, y] for all x, y E g, 

J(ax + by) = aJ(x) + bJ(y) for all a, b EC, 

J([x, y]) = [x, J(y)], 

[J(x), J([y, z])] + [J(z), J([x, y])] + [J(y), J([z,x])] 

= h2 L ([x, 品],[[y, ~bl, [z, ~c]]){品，＆，＆｝，
a,b,cEA 

[[J(x), J(y)], [z, J(w)]] + [[J(z), J(w)], [x, J(y)]] 

= h2 L (([xふ],[[yふ],[[z, w], t;c]]) 
a,b,cEA 

+ ([z,~al, [[w,~b], [[x,y],~c]])){~ か ~b, J(~c)} 

where {品ふふ｝：＝翡区1rES3~1r(a)~1r(b)~1r(c)·

It also has a Hopf algebra structure. 

1. coproduct 

2. antipode 

ふ (x):=x@l+l@x

1 
△ h(J(x)) := J(x)R1 + 1RJ(x) + -h[xR1, 切，

2 

1 
品(x)= -x, Sh(J(x)) = -J(x) + 4cx 
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3. counit 

判 (x)= Eh(J(x)) = 0 

where n is a Casimir element of 9 and c is an eigenvalue of n in the adjoint represen-
tation of 9. 

When h = 0, it is equal to the universal enveloping algebra of the current algebra. 

Thus, Yh(9) is a quantization of 9. 

By using the Drinfeld J-presentation, Ragoucy and Borba ([RS]) have obtained the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 0.6. There exists a surjective homomorohism from the finite Yangian of 

type A to rectangular finite W-algebras of tyoe A. 

In Section 4, we give the analogy of this theorem in the affine (super) setting. 

§2. Affine Yangian 

Recently, the Yangian is gotten attention. One of the trigger is the result of Schiff-

mann and Vasserot. 

Theorem 0. 7. There exists a homomorphism from the affine Yangian of訊(1)to 

the universal evnveloping algebras of principal W-algebras of type A. Moreover, the 

image of this homomorphism is dense in the universal evnveloping algebra of principal 

W-algebras of type A. 

Unfortunately, the RTT presentation and the Drinfeld J presentation cannot be 

naturally extended. We need to introduce the third presentation, called the Drinfeld 

presentation. 

§2.1. the Drinfeld presentation 

Suppose that (9, ~'A = {(aii)L,jEI'{x 士, , hi}紀 1)is a symmetrizable Kac-Moody 

Lie algebra such that (x;, 吋） = 1. We set△ (resp. △尺△im, ぷ，△一） as the set 

of roots (resp. of real roots, of imaginary roots, of positive roots, of negative roots). 

We take {叫iEJas simple roots of 9 and fix a complex number h 
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Definition 0.8. Yangian Yh(g) is the associative algebra over <C with generators xむ，
hi,s (i EI, s E互0)subject to the following defining relations: 

[hi,s, hj,r] = 0, 

[hi,O, xfsl =士(ai,巧）xfs, 

因r,い］＝化hi,r+s,

±h(ai巧）
[hi,r+l, xf」ー [hi,r,xj,s+1l =土 2 (hi,rXf8 +吋九，r),

[xfr+1,X江ー［元，xfs+1l=土 h(a~巧）（元xfs+x〗sxi王r),
L [xtra(l)'・ ・ ・'[xt心 (1-い）＇号』 =0.

aES1 -a;j 

We remark some facts derived from the definition. 

(0.9) 

(0.10) 

(0.11) 

(0.12) 

(0.13) 

(0.14) 

Lemma 0.15. (1) When g is a finite dimensional complex simple Lie algebra, two 

definitions coincide. 

(2)• When h = 0, Y0(g) is equal to the universal enveloping algebra of the current 

algebra [9, 9] [u]. 

・When h E C ¥ { 0}, 坑(9)is isomorphic to兄(9).

Here after, we assume that h = 1. 

(3) Y1 (9) is generated by x 士,,o, hi,o, hi,1・

Proof. We only prove (3). Let us set hi,l := hi,l -½hi,o2. Then we get 

1 
[hi,1, xts-1], X・ i,s =± 

(ai, aj) 

加=[xts, 五ol•

口

After defining the Yangian of symmetrizable Kac-moody Lie algebras, it is natural 

to consider whether it has a coproduct or not. In the case of affine Lie algebra, it has 

been settled. Before defining the coproduct, let us prepare the concept of category 

0. 

Definition 0.16. The category O of modules over the Yangian Y1 (g) consists of all 

the modules V such that: 
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l. V is diagonizable with respect to [J. 

2. Each [)-weight space Vμis finite dimensional for allμE [J. 

3. There exists入1,...'入kE [J* such that if Vμi-0, then入i-μE区jEIZ2:o句

for some 1 ::; i ::; k. 

§2.2. The result of Boyarchenko and Levendorski'I 

Boyarchenko and Levendorskil defined the "Yangian" Yh corresponding to s(2. 

Definition 0.17. Yh is an associative algebra with generators x贔加 (kE Z,i = 

0, 1), c and the following commutation relations; 

c 1s a central element of Yh, 

[ho,m,X品］＝土2x応m+k'[xふn,x応]= ho,m+n + m8m+n,oC, 

[ho,m,h。,n] = 2mc8m,-n, [x固m,x品]= 0, [h1,o, x屈］＝土28k,OX丘
1 

h1,k = [xt,k, xa,0] —抄 L h。,mh。,n
m,n2'.0,m+n=k 

[ho,1,ho(u)] = -2[x0(ut+,xす(utし+2[xa(u)―,xす(u)――l+
2 2 V 

[xt (u), xす(v)]= (((xす(ut) -((xす(u)+-- -)) 8() 
u 

++ 2 2 V 
[x1(u),xa(v)] = (((xa(u)) -((xす(u)―-))8(-)

u 

[x贔，xt(u)] = xす(ut+ ho(u)++ xす(ut-xt(u)――+ ho(u)―xす(u)――

[x01,x1(u)] = x0(ut+ + ho(u)+x0(ut+ -x0(u)―+ ho(u)――xa(u)― 

[ho,1,h1(u)+] = -2[xt(ut,xり(u)++い
[ho,1人 (u)―]= 2[x1(u)――,xす(utl+

[ho(u), [xふ，Xo,1l-h。,1h。,o] = 2[xt(ut,xa(ut+し+2[x1(ut+,xす(ut+l+

-2[x1(u)―,xす(u)――l+―2[xt(u)――, xa(u)―l+ 

[hi,1, [xt1, x~1]] = 0. 

We have the following properties; 

1. Yo coincides with U(s(叶叫）．

2. There exists an algebra homomorphism <I>: s(2→ Yh determined by 

<I>(c) = c, <I>(xRtり=X贔 <I>(hRtり=h。，K
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3. There exists an algebra homomorphism II: Y(辿）→ 汎 determinedby 

II(x恥） =x定。， II(麟） = h1,o 

4. Suppose that V and Ware in the category('.) of modules over the Yangian Yh, 

Then, △： yh→ End(VRW) determined by 

△ (C) = C Q9 1 + 1 Q9 c, △ (d) = dR1 + 1Rd, 

△ (x品） =X品Rl+lRx屈，△(ho,k) = h。,kR1 + 1Rho,k, 

△ (h1,o) = h1,o⑧ 1 + 1Rh1,o -2 〗吋，一j®x応 +2ど吋-j Q9 Xo,j 
j~O 

is an algebra homomorphism. 

(1) 
We remark that there exists another definition of the Yangian of type A1 given by 

quiver varieties. This definition is as follows. 

Definition 0.18. The affine Yangian Y, 叫 2(的） is the algebra over <C(釘心） gener-

ated by x古，hi,r(i E Z/2.Z, r E Z~o) subject to the relations: 

[hi,r, hj,s] = 0, (0.19) 

因r,xj,s]=妬加+s, (0.20) 

[hi,O, XT,r] =土aijXT,r, (0.21) 

[hi,r+l, xt」-[hi,r, xts+1l =士（釘+c叫(hi,r叩ts+xiしhi,r), (0.22) 

[hi,r+2, 屯±+1,sl -2[hi,r+l, 屯±+l,s+1J + [hi,r, 元—l,s+2J
士（釘＋叫(h研 +1巧い+X7+1,shi,r+1) 

干（釘＋叫(hi,心喜1,s+l+ X喜1,s+l加）＋事2[hi,r,X喜1,sl= 0, (0.23) 

[xi三r+l'Xi王sl-[xfr,xi三s+1l=士（釘+c2)(x古xi王s+ xi王s屯王r), (0.24) 

[xtr+2, x~ ±+ i,sl -2[x嘉+ux~ ±+ l,s+1l + [x嘉，xti-1,s+2l

土（釘＋叫(x~王r+lX~±+ぃ +x~±+ l,sx~ 王r+l)

干（釘 +c叫 (x古x~±+ 1,s+1 + xf+1,s+1xtr) + c1c2[x古，xf+1,sl= 0, (0.25) 
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where 

L [xtrw(l)'[xtrw(2)'0 0 0'[x~ 王Tw(l-aij)'心...]] = 0 (i # j), (0.26) 
wE61-aij 

2 if (i,j) = (0, 0), (1, 1), 
aij = {-2 if (i, j) = (0, 1), (1, 0). 

We do not know whether the defnition of Boyarchenko and Levendorskil is equal to 
(1) 

the one given by quiver varieties. Precisely, in the case of type A1 , the problem has 

not been settled yet. 

§2.3. The result of Guay, Nakajima, and Wendland 

Guay, Nakajima, and Wendland solved the problem of the existance of the coprod-
(1) (2) 

uct in the case of affine Lie algebras except of types A1 and A2 . Their main result 

is as follows. 

Theorem 0.27 ([GNW, Theorem 4.11]). Suppose that g is affine Lie algebra except 
(1) (2) 

of types A1 and A2 . And we also assume V, Ware representations of Y1 (g) in the 

category O. Then, △： Y1(g)→ Endic (VRW) given by 

△ (hi,o) := hi,oRl + lRhi,o 
△ (x贔）：=xt。R1+ lRxt。
△ (hi,1) := hi,1R1 + lRhi,1 + hi,oR 加，o-区 (a,ai)xだ。®x~

aE△+ 

is an algebra homomorphism, where唸 isa basis of ga such that (xふxl_a)=如・

Moreover, △ satisfies coassociativity. 

The outline of the proof is as follows; 

1. construction of the minimalistic presentation of Y1 (9). 

2. construction of the operator J(hふJ(吋） and showing their properties. 

3. computation of the compability with the defining relations by the properties of 

the root system. 

First, let us recall the minimalistic presentation of Y1(9). 

Theorem 0.28. Suppose that for any i, j E J with i -1-j, the matrix (aii aり） is 
aji ajj 
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invertible. Moreover, assume also that there exists a pair of indices i, j E I such that 

aij = -1. Then, Y1 (g) is isomorphic to the associative algebra over C with generators 

x贔， hi,O,hi,1 subject to the following defining relations: 

[hi,s, hバ=0 (O::=:;r, s::=:;1), 

[hi,O, xj,」＝土(ai,aj)吋：s (s=0,1), 

因r'吋sl=妬hi,r+s (0勺 +sさ1),

囚，x嘉]=士(ai,の）元，

[x~ 王1,X訟]-[x嘉， x訂＝土 (a〗巧）（年。x嘉＋吋。x嘉），
ad(x嘉）l-a,1 (x訟） =0. 

(0.29) 

(0.30) 

(0.31) 

(0.32) 

(0.33) 

(0.34) 

If g is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra except for sb and an affine Lie algebra 
(1) (2) 

except for type A1 and type A2 , then g satisfies 

(1) For any i,j EI with iヂj,the matrix (aii aij) is invertible. 
a1i a11 

(2) There exists a pair of indices i, j E I such that aij = -1. 

Then, the Yangian of affine Lie algebras except of types AいandA~2) has this 

minimalistic presentation. Next, let us recall the definitions of J(hi) and J(x;). 

Let us set two operators acting on representations in the category 0: 

1 
J(h』=hi,1 + V心：= 2 L (a, ai)X-aXa --

1 2 

2 
h i' 

aE△+ 

1 1 
J(x;) = x; + w;,w; :=土 ［切，x;]+ー (x;九十 hix;).

(ai巧） 2

When g is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra, 

Y(g) =〈x,J(x)〉→ Y(g) =〈x贔，h叫
土土

叩，0 →叩，0

1 
J(h』→ hi,1 + 2 L (a,a』X_aXa--h 

1 2 

2 i 

aE△+ 

By using this operators, we can rewrite some defining relations of Y1 (g). 

l. 

[hi,O, hj,1] = 0⇔ [hi,O, J(hj)] = 0 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

[hi,O, xf且＝士(ai,の）xf 1~[hi,O, J(xf=)] =土(ai,巧）J(xf=) 

因1,x;,ol=[x贔，X―j,1] =ふ，J加1

-¢::::::} [ J因），叫]=[勾，J(巧）］＝幻J(h』

[iii,1, xf祉＝士(ai,aj)xf1~[J(hi), xf贔＝士(ai,aj)J(xj) 

［エtux嘉]-[年。，元］＝土 (a〗巧）（元。x嘉＋吋。x嘉）
⇔ [J(叶），吋］＝［叶，J(吋）］

By rewriting defining relations, it is easy to show that△ is compatible with these 

relations. Thus, it is enough to check that△ is compatible with [hi,1, h1,1] = 0. In 

order to prove this, we prepare more relations of J(hか

Definition 0.35. a: a positive real root 

si: the simple reflection corresponding to a simple real root a, 

w: an element of the Weyl group of g, such that a= w(叫

w = s1•••Sn: a reduced expression of w 

x点：= Ti1・ ・ ・Tin-l(Xこ），

J(x!) = Ti1・ ・ ・Tin-1J(x亡），

where Ti := exp(ad(x0。)）exp(-ad(x;,-0)) exp(ad(xt0)). 

Then, when a E△ re, we get 

[J(h』,x』=(a:, ai)J(xa) 

By using this relation, we show that△ is compatible with [hi,l, h1,1] = 0 by direct 

computation. In ordetr to prove this, we use the fact that (a, 8) = 0 when g is of 

affine type. Thus, we do not know whether the Yangians of other symmetrizable 

Kac-MOody Lie algebras have a coproduct or not. 
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§3. Main Result 

Flnally, we state the main result. 

Theorem 0.36 ([Ul]). Suppose that g is of type A~2). And we also assume V, W are 

representations of Y1(9) in the category 0. Then, △： Y1(9)→ Ende (V 0 W) given by 

△ (hi,o) := hi,oRl + lRhi,o 

△ (x嘉）：＝迂。01+10吋。
△ (hi,1) := hi,101 + 10hi,l + hi,o0hi,O - L (aぶ）xだ。R点

nE△+ 

is an algebra homomorphism,. 

The outline of the proof is similar to the one of Guay, Nakajima, and Wendland. 

1. construction of the minimalistic presentation of Y1 (9). 

2. construction of the operator J(hふJ(吋） and showing their properties. 

3. computation of the compability with the defining relations by the properties of 

the root system. 

Here after, we assume that 9 is of type A~2) and fix 

I:= {O, 1}, 

A= [ -! -~]' 
ao + 2a1 = 8, 
(a1, ai) = 1, 

△ ={士2a1+ (2n -1)8, 土a1+ n8, n8ln E Z}. 

First, we give the minimalistic presentation. Since A is not invertible, the Yangian of 
(2) 

type A2 does not have the minimalistic presentation given by Guay, Nakajima, and 

Wendland. We construct another minimalitstic presentation. 

Theorem 0.37. The affine Yangian Y1 (g) is isomorphic to the associative algebra 
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over C with generators x贔， hi,O,hi,1 subject to the following defining relations: 

[hi,s, hj,r] = 0 (0さr,s:::; 1), 

[hi,o,XT,」＝土(0:i,O:j)吋：s (s=0,1), 

因r,x正]= Dijhi,r+s (0 :S: r + sさ1),

恥，x嘉]=士(0:凸）吋~1'

己， x嘉]-[年。， xf'.』＝土 (0:〗①)(x嘉x嘉+x嘉x贔），

ad(x嘉）l-ai1 (x嘉） =0, 

叫 吋ol-[x応，xむ］＝土(0:。ti)(x応吋。＋吋oX応），

where x贔：= (ao~ao) [h。 ,1 —仇，0汽 [ho,1 -½hぷ， X店。]]. 

(0.38) 

(0.39) 

(0.40) 

(0.41) 

(0.42) 

(0.43) 

(0.44) 

In the similar way as that of Guay, Nakajima, and Wendland, we can prove△ is 

compatible with defining relations of minimalistic presentation except of the last one. 

Thus, it is enough to check that△ is compatible with the last defining relation. Next, 

we prove the properties of J(hi) and J(年）• In order to prove the compatibility with 
the last relation, we need to prepare the following relations; 

Lemma 0.45. The following equations hold: 

[J(hi)心(2n+l)o]= 0, 

[J(x;), x13] = J([x;, x幻） (if (3 + ai is a real root). 

(2) 
We prove this relation by using the own properties of type A2 . By using this rela-

tion, we can prove that△ is compatible with the defining relations of the minimalistic 

presentation. 

§4. Affine Super Yangian 

The proof of the existance of the coproduct for the Yangian of type A~2) has an 

application to the affine super case. We can define the affine super Yangians as follows; 

(citeU2) 

Definition 0.46. Suppose that m, n :::: 2 and m -/ n. The affi即 叩perYa隅 坤

Y位 2(r(I)) 1 b ,s m n is the associative supera ge ra over (C generated by xi,r'x:;: ぃ加 (iE 
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Z/(m + n)Z, r E Z2:o) with parameters E1茎2E C subject to the relations: 

[hi,r, hj,s] = 0, 

因r,xい］＝妬hi,r+s,

[hi,O, X_T,r] =土aij吋記

[hi,r+l, X_T,s] -[hi,r, X_T,s+1J =土aijEi ; €2 { hi,r, X_T,8} -mij Ei ; €2 [hi,r, X詞

[xtr+1,XT,」-[x孟X_T,s+1J=土aijE1; E2 {x古，X_T,s}-mij E1 ; E2 [x嘉，X_T,ふ

L [xtrw(l)'[xt心 (2)'・ ・ ・'[xtrw(l-la;jl)'X_T,s]・ ・. ]] = O(i ,j-j), 
wE6□ la;1 I 

[xi王r'Xi王8]=0(i=O,m),

[[xi士ー1,r,x嘉],[x嘉，xi±+1,sl] = 0 (i = O,m), 

where 

-1 if (i,j) = (0, 1), (1, 0), 

1 if(i,j)=(O,m+n-1),(m+n-1,0), 

2 if i = j~m-1, 

aij =~-2 if i = j 2'.'. m + 1, 

-1 ifi=j士1and max{i,j}~m, 

1 ifi=j士1and min{i,j} 2:: m + 1, 

゜
otherwise 

-1 if(i,j)=(0,1),(1,0), 

1 if(i,j)=(O,m+n-1),(m+n-1,0), 

叫，j=~ 印 +1 if i = j -1, 

-ai,i-1 if i = j + 1, 

゜
otherwise, 

士士and the generators x and x are odd and all other generators are even. m,r 0,r 

(0.47) 

(0.48) 

(0.49) 

(0.50) 

(0.51) 

(0.52) 

(0.53) 

(0.54) 

It also has a minimalistic presentation whose generators are x訟andhi,l and has a 

super coproduct defined by the same formula as one of the affine Yangian (see [U2]). 

By using the affine super Yangian, we have the similar result as that of [RS]. 

Theorem 0.55. There exists a surjective homomorphism from the affine super Yan-

gian to the universal enveloping algebra of rectangular W -superalgebras of type A. In 

pa付icular,we obtain a suガectivehomomoryhism from the affine Yangians of type A 
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to the universal enveloping algebra of the rectangular W -superalgebras of type A. 

In the case when lミ2(resp. l = 1). the theorem is proven in [U3] (resp. [U4]). 
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